Much attention has been paid to the large decreases in value of non-agency residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) during the financial crisis. Many observers have argued that the fall in prices was partly driven by decreased liquidity and fire sales. We investigate whether capital requirements and accounting rules at financial institutions contributed to the selling of RMBS at fire sale prices. For financial institutions subject to credit-sensitive capital requirements, capital requirements increase as an asset's credit becomes impaired. When accounting rules require such an asset's value to be marked-to-market and the fair value loss to be recognized in earnings, a capital-constrained firm can improve its capital position by selling the credit-impaired asset even if it has to accept a liquidity discount to do so. Using a sample of 5,014 repeat transactions of non-agency RMBS by insurance companies from 2006 to 2009, we show that insurance companies that became more capital-constrained because of operating losses (uncorrelated with RMBS credit quality) and also recognized fair value losses sold comparable RMBS at much lower prices than other insurance companies during the crisis. (2011)). The forced selling of assets into a market where the most natural buyers of the asset are themselves constrained can result in fire-sale prices (Shleifer and Vishny (1992) ).
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A key fact of the financial crisis is the dramatic drop in value of structured finance securities. Many observers have argued that the drop in transaction prices exceeded the adverse change in the fundamental value of the higher priority securities and that the magnitude of the drop is partly explained by loss of liquidity and fire sales.
1 In this paper we investigate whether capital requirements and accounting rules at financial institutions contributed to the selling of structured finance securities at fire-sale prices. As many of these securities were held by financial institutions, reductions in their value led to reduced levels of capital, potentially forcing financial institutions with lower levels of capital to raise fresh equity capital or sell low credit quality assets (Brunnermeier (2009) , Shleifer and Vishny (2011) ). The forced selling of assets into a market where the most natural buyers of the asset are themselves constrained can result in fire-sale prices (Shleifer and Vishny (1992) ).
Financial institutions are required by regulators to hold a minimum level of equity capital against risky assets, a means by which regulators protect the customers of financial institutions and/or the insurance funds that insure the liabilities of these financial institutions. In the U.S., life insurance and property and casualty (P&C) insurance companies are subject to credit-sensitive capital requirements.
Banks and broker dealers are also subject to credit-sensitive capital requirements for structured finance securities. 2 The amount of capital an institution has to hold is a function of the riskiness of the institution's assets. As a result, costly capital requirements on credit-impaired securities can create an incentive for financial intermediaries to sell credit-impaired securities. However, the incentive to sell credit-impaired securities is substantially heightened when firms subject to capital requirements also have to adhere to fair value (often called mark-to-market) accounting practices.
Capital requirements, together with fair value accounting, may trigger the forced sale of a financial asset for the following reason. A systematic shock to the credit quality of a portion of an institution's assets, as occurred during the massive credit downgrades of residential mortgage-backed securities 2 (RMBS) in [2007] [2008] , has two important potential effects. First, losses in the value of securities may reduce an institution's capital through the impact of losses on earnings either through fair value changes for assets held for sale or through other-than-temporary impairment (OTTI) accounting rules for assets available for sale. Second, the decreased credit quality of assets increases the regulatory capital charge that must be applied to the assets if the financial institution is subject to credit-sensitive capital requirements. The increased regulatory charge has the effect of lowering the ratio of risk-adjusted assets to capital for the financial institution. If the ratio of risk-adjusted assets to equity threatens to fall below regulatory levels, institutions face one of three choices: go out of business, raise new equity, or sell risky assets and replace them with safer assets. Given that the market for raising new capital can be limited due to the very market conditions that led to the lowering of an institution's asset quality, selling risky assets can be a capital-constrained firm's only choice, especially in the presence of accounting rules that may have already forced the recognition of losses. The "sell low credit-quality assets" strategy is viable as long as fire-sale discounts do not cause the resultant capital ratio to fall relative to pre-sale levels. If, however, fair value accounting does not apply to an asset, then the recognition of the fair value loss upon the sale of the asset may make the financial institution more capital-constrained if it sells the asset than if it keeps it. 3 Thus, the combination of capital requirements and fair value accounting rules creates an economic incentive for constrained institutions to sell low quality assets, even at fire-sale prices. The preceding argument gives rise to our proposed capital-requirement-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis.
Fire sales can be defined as forced transactions which result in prices dislocated from fundamentals.
While intuitive, the identification of capital requirements and/or accounting rules as causal factors in a fire sale presents an empirical challenge for at least two reasons. First, it is difficult to measure the urgency of an observed transaction (i.e., determining that the transaction is "forced"), and more importantly, whether the urgency of the sale is on account of capital requirements or due to other factors.
Second, it is difficult to clearly determine a transaction price that incorporates a fire-sale discount.
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Observed transaction prices can be low, but may very well be justified by a security's fundamentals.
While we control for observables using the best available data, it may be the case that unobserved fundamentals of a security influence the observed price of a transaction, creating a bias in the estimation of the true relationship between fundamentals and transaction prices.
We propose an identification strategy that exploits the unique features of our data to address these challenges. First, we focus on the securities transactions of insurance companies. Insurance companies are required to report their securities holdings, including, importantly, the transaction price for each security trade, and whether a trade was a purchase or a sale. This allows for the identification of transactions as "purchases" or "sales" from the perspective of the insurance company, a feature we exploit in determining the sale component of forced sales. Aside from being required to disclose information on securities transactions, insurance companies are subject to regulatory capital requirements. When the investment portfolio of an insurance company experiences a decline in credit quality sufficient to raise concerns about risk-based capital ratios, regulation requires action be taken to increase the quantity of capital or the credit quality of assets, or both. In the face of a shock to credit quality, insurance companies can take one of two steps to improve their situation. Firms can either raise new capital or quickly dispose of poor credit quality assets and reinvest the funds in higher credit-quality assets to increase their levels of regulatory capital. In this way, capital requirements can trigger fire sales in that they can force capitalconstrained firms to sell low quality assets into a market where potential buyers, other intermediaries, are themselves constrained.
In addressing the second challenge, the measurement of a security's fundamentals, we focus our analysis on the transactions of non-agency (subprime and alt-a) residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) that are held on the balance sheets of insurance companies. We use loan-level data on the mortgage collateral of RMBS to control for changes in the fundamental value of the RMBS. Our data also provides observations from multiple transactions of the same RMBS, which allows for the creation of a repeat sales sample. Estimating changes in RMBS prices over multiple transactions on the same 4 RMBS allows us to control for unobservable characteristics of the RMBS that could influence the observed transaction prices.
Testing a capital-requirement-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis presents at least one additional empirical challenge. The level of capital at an insurance company is determined by the credit quality of the assets themselves. This makes it difficult to disentangle whether an observed sale that appears to be at a discounted, fire-sale price can be uniquely attributed to the urgency arising from low levels of capital, or a decline in the credit quality of the asset itself. To disentangle the impact of capital requirements from fundamental asset quality, we focus on a variable which is correlated with an insurance company's capital that is not correlated with the fundamental quality of its RMBS portfolio. We classify insurance companies as being more likely to be capital constrained, and thus more likely to be forced to sell low credit-quality bonds, if they report negative operating cash flow in a given year. Operating cash flow essentially represents the insurance company's underwriting income. Thus, negative operating cash flows most likely occur on account of a shock to liabilities, and should not capture any financial distress that might occur on account of a decline in the value of the RMBS held by the insurance company.
Finally, we exploit one additional feature of our data for identification. P&C insurance companies were subject to different statutory accounting rules than life insurance companies during the bulk of our sample period. P&C firms were required to use fair value OTTI accounting while life firms were not relationship between regulatory capital levels and propensity to sell RMBS. Our second key result is that, after controlling for observed and unobserved bond fundamentals (by virtue of the repeat sales sample), the sales of negative operating cash flow insurance companies (our instrument for capital distress in the pricing analysis) are associated with price discounts relative to the sales of positive-operating cash flow insurance companies. For P&C firms, a one standard deviation decline in operating cash flow, conditional on the operating cash flow being negative, is associated with an estimated 8%-12% lower sale price, depending on the specification.
Our last result distinguishes a fire-sale hypothesis from other possible explanations of the observed empirical patterns. RMBS which have experienced large credit quality declines require more capital to be held. As such, a capital-requirements-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis would suggest the greatest urgency, and thus the largest price discounts, to be associated with the sale of the lowest credit-quality RMBS. We provide evidence consistent with this prediction. The sales of constrained insurance companies reveal larger price discounts for bonds that have experienced the largest declines in credit-quality.
This paper is closely related to two recent papers also investigating capital requirements and fire sales. Ellul, Jotikasthira, and Lundblad (2011) They show that such forced sales have an adverse transitory impact when made by firms that have weaker capital positions. A second paper by Ellul, Jotikasthira, Lundblad, and Wang (2012) investigates the differences between the accounting practices of P&C firms relative to life insurance companies. The authors document that fair value accounting motivates higher rates of selling of asset-backed securities among P&C firms, whereas historical cost accounting for life insurance firms (hereafter called 'life firms') motivates them to hold downgraded asset-backed securities, selling corporate bonds instead. The "gains trading" of corporate bonds can induce fire sales in the corporate bond market. While similar in motivation to these papers, our evidence focuses directly on whether capital requirements and accounting 6 rules led to fire sales of non-agency RMBS, the value of which played a critical role in the recent financial crisis. Our work also uses a substantially different empirical strategy in identifying the effects of capital requirements and accounting rules on fire sales. One key difference in empirical strategies is our focus on the specific transaction prices of individual securities.
Other related papers examining the investment behavior of insurance companies include Ambrose, Cai, and Helwege (2011) and Becker and Ivashina (2012) . Ambrose et. al. (2011) examine regulatoryinduced trades of insurance companies and conclude that a widespread selling of bonds does not necessarily lead to pressure on prices. Rather, observed pricing declines occur on account of information effects. Becker and Ivashina (2012) show that capital requirements provide incentives for insurance companies to "reach for yield" in their security selection.
A separate stream of literature proposes collateralized lending as having contributed to fire sales in the market for real assets and financial securities. Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) Finally, our paper contributes to a growing literature focused on the costs and benefits of fair value accounting and of how fair value accounting contributed to the crisis. An early theoretical paper in this literature, by Plantin, Sapra, and Shin (2008) , shows how fair value accounting can lead to a vicious cycle of sales for levered institutions. Laux and Leuz (2009) and Laux (2012) review much of the literature on the topic. Laux (2012) concludes that "there is still no evidence that fair value accounting caused widespread fire sales of assets or contagion." Some papers (e.g., Shaffer (2010) ) focus on the link between fair value and bank regulatory capital. However, these papers are more concerned about the impact of fair value losses on bank capital rather than about how capital-constrained banks are pushed into fire sales. Baderscher et al. (2012) Boyson, Helwege, and Jindra (2012) argues that, on net, banks did not engage in fire sales. However, in contrast to our analysis, the paper does not have transactions for individual securities. The paper correctly points out that banks had many other ways to relax capital constraints besides engaging in fire sales.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 1, we develop our hypotheses further and review the related literature in more detail. In Section 2, we present our data. In Section 3, we estimate the propensity to sell RMBS in our sample and show how it relates to a firm's capital position and accounting regime. In Section 4, we investigate our fire-sale predictions. We conclude in Section 5.
Section 1: Hypothesis development and review of the literature

Section 1.1 Theories of Fire Sales
Theories of fire sales describe the conditions under which forced sales occur and commonly contain two important elements: the mechanism(s) by which a forced sale is triggered and the mechanism(s) which leads to a dislocation in prices. To date, the literature has argued that leverage in general and more specifically collateralized lending can lead to the forced sale of assets Vishny (1992, 1997) ).
When debt is collateralized by a physical asset and the asset fails to generate the expected cash flows, the optimal contract calls for the sale of the asset. 4 Consistent with this theory, empirical papers have documented the forced sale of collateralized, physical assets. For example, Pulvino (1998) documents that distressed airlines sold airplanes at substantially discounted prices. Collateralized lending also plays a substantial role in the forced sale of financial assets (see Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) ). As the value of an asset financed through collateralized lending falls, margin calls force the borrower to provide more equity or to sell some of the holdings of the asset. Throughout the crisis, margin requirements 8 increased (see Gorton and Metrick (2012) ), forcing borrowers to sell assets to meet margin requirements or provide more equity. As shown by Coval and Stafford (2007) , forced sales of assets can also occur when investors in an investment vehicle redeem their holdings. In sum, both theoretical and empirical work has carefully documented the mechanisms which can trigger a forced sale, the most common of which is collateralized lending.
The existence of a forced sale itself need not, however, result in dislocated prices. In wellfunctioning, liquid markets, physical or financial assets should sell at prices which reflect their best use.
However, in periods of distress for the most natural purchasers of a class of assets, fire-sale prices can occur because the assets have to be bought by investors who are not natural purchasers of these assets (Shleifer and Vishny (1993) ). For instance, these investors may lack the knowledge of these assets that natural buyers would have or may find the payoffs of these assets riskier within their portfolios than natural buyers would. In the case of physical assets, the most natural buyers of an asset might be defined as industry specialists. Industry specialists operate in the same industry as the asset-selling institution and are thus in a position to adequately value and utilize the asset being offered. Industry specialists can put the asset to its first-best use, and pay prices accordingly. However, if potential buyers who are industry specialists are constrained on account of financial distress, then the first-best use of the asset is not an option. Eventual purchasers of the asset will pay prices below those reflecting the asset's first-best use.
Liquidity concerns can also lead to fire sales as the urgent need for liquidity can force the distressed firm to sell the asset at a discount. 5 In the case of financial assets, traditional models in finance rely on arbitrageurs to keep asset prices closely aligned with fundamentals. Thus, when arbitrageurs themselves become constrained, rendering them unable to correct mispricing, prices can become more dislocated from fundamentals. 6 Typically, arbitrageurs use collateralized lending. As this lending becomes harder to obtain, they become less able to provide liquidity and correct mispricing. During the crisis, as discussed 9 earlier, collateralized lending became harder to obtain and many securities that were initially considered to be low risk became much riskier as the crisis evolved.
The central hypothesis of this paper is that credit-sensitive capital requirements, aside from collateralized lending, can also trigger forced sales. Under this hypothesis, forced sales occur as financial institutions seek to alleviate low levels of regulatory capital through the sale of low credit quality assets.
Natural buyers of the downgraded securities, many of which are themselves financial institutions, face similar regulatory capital constraints. Given the urgent need for capital, sellers rationally accept liquidity discounts on securities given that the benefit of an improved regulatory capital position outweighs the cost associated with the liquidity discount. Pricing discounts are also driven by the fact that buyers of downgraded securities find them to be positive NPV investments, but only at a sufficiently low price.
Section 1.2 Other-Than-Temporary Impairment Accounting
If assets are not valued on the balance sheet at fair value and if fair value losses have not passed through earnings, selling assets that have lost considerable value is extremely costly for a financial institution in terms of regulatory capital as the loss realized upon the sale relative to the value at which the asset is on the balance sheet goes through earnings and comes as a deduction of regulatory capital.
Insurance companies held their assets on the balance sheet at amortized cost. However, under some circumstances assets held at amortized cost must be marked down to fair value when they suffer from a OTTI and the loss has to pass through earnings. With OTTI accounting treatment, a financial institution does not postpone the realization of losses by postponing the sale of an asset that has suffered fair value losses of a nature requiring OTTI treatment. Having recognized the fair value loss, the sale decision of the financial institution simply depends on the comparison of the increased capital cost of continuing to hold the security with the possible fire sale premium cost of selling the security. Absent the OTTI treatment, the increased capital cost associated with a downgraded RMBS would have to be high enough to offset the capital loss from a sale in order for there to be an incentive to sell the asset.
During the crisis, fair value accounting rules were relaxed and the evidence is that the stock market reacted favorably to that relaxation (see Laux (2012) consistently with a capital-requirements-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis.
Section 1.3 Capital Requirements for Insurance Companies: A Numerical Example
Capital regulations for insurance companies are based on a system of risk-based capital calculations where total adjusted capital is calculated and compared to an authorized control level risk-based capital to determine adequacy. If the ratio of total adjusted capital to authorized control level risk-based capital falls below two, regulatory intervention is required. Comparisons between banking, securities firms, and insurance capital adequacy calculations are provided by Herring and Schuermann (2005) . We focus on capital requirements for insurance companies in this paper. A detailed numerical example can help to illustrate the capital requirements and accounting mechanism at play.
In Figure 1 we provide key aspects of a hypothetical risk-based capital (RBC) calculation for an insurance company. There are four categories of risks that are explicitly considered. We focus on asset risk in this study. Each asset held by the company is categorized into six NAIC classes that correspond to various financial strength ratings. The asset value is scaled by a risk weighting, called a RBC Net Factor, to calculate risk-based capital. Lower asset quality is associated with a higher RBC Net Factor and, thus, higher risk-based capital. Higher risk-based capital leads to a higher company action level and a corresponding increase in total adjusted capital that must be held. Consider an insurance company that is close to the mandatory action level capital threshold with an RBC ratio just above two. A portion of the bond portfolio is downgraded from AAA to CCC, throwing the firm below the required level of regulatory capital where the regulator would be required to assume control of the firm. The example concludes with a demonstration of how selling the CCC-rated assets, even at fire sales prices, can restore the firm to acceptable regulatory capital levels.
The details of the example are as follows. The first step in calculating risk-based capital is to multiply the face value of a bond by the "RBC net factor," which is the risk-adjustment factor applied to a bond's face value, where the risk adjustment factor is a function of the bond's credit rating. Bonds rated AAA, AA, and A are charged a net factor of 0.004. Bonds rated BBB are assigned a net factor of 0.013, BBrated bonds are charged 0.046, B-rated bonds 0.10, CCC-rated bonds 0.23, and bonds at or near default are assigned a net factor of 0.30. Aside from credit risk-based factors, bonds are also subject to a "size factor," which we hold constant at 1.7 across all bonds in this example.
The relation between capital charges and credit quality lies at the heart of a capital requirements-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis. As detailed in Figure 1 , we consider a hypothetical portfolio with $100M in bonds rated AAA, AA, or A, and $20M in bonds rated BBB. The total risk-based capital for the bonds held by the firm is $1,122M, calculated as (($100M*0.004) + ($20M*0.013)) *1.7. Other risk factors (total asset risk, insurance risk, interest risk, and business risk) are then added in to arrive at a company action-level risk-based capital number of $2.464M. Risk-based capital is then scaled by total adjusted capital which is a function of surplus (a.k.a. equity) and other nominal line items. In our example, total adjusted capital is equal to $5.6M. Thus, the initial regulatory risk-based-capital ratio is equal to 2.272 ($5.6M/$2.464M), above the regulatory threshold of 2.
Holding every other aspect of the regulatory capital calculation constant, we next consider the effect of a downgrade of $1M worth of AAA-rated bonds to a CCC-rating, and assume that the market for CCCrated bonds is at 60 cents on the dollar. The downgrade and OTTI accounting create two important effects. First, the insurance company must mark the face value of the bond from $1M to $600K. Second, it must recognize the $400K loss on its capital, reducing the surplus from $5.5M to $5.1M. The net risk factor charge on a CCC-rated bond is equal to 0.23, making the risk-based capital charge on the downgraded bond equal to $138K ($600K*0.23). Holding everything else constant, the increased risk charge results in a company action level RBC amount of $2.62M, a $227K increase from the original regulatory capital level of $2.46M. The higher risk-based capital amount, in tandem with a lower level of capital surplus on account of the forced recognition of the loss (OTTI accounting), renders a new regulatory risk-based capital ratio of 1.931, below the regulatory threshold of 2.
Consider the following possible response from the firm. Selling the $600K of CCC-rated bonds at a fire sale price of $500K would allow the firm to reinvest $500K into AAA-rated securities. Doing so would force the firm to recognize the additional loss of $100K, leaving surplus at $5.0M. Applying the lower risk factor charge to the new level of $99.5M in AAA securities, holding everything else constant, results in a company action level RBC amount of $2.461M. When compared against the total adjusted capital amount of $5.1M, the resultant regulatory capital ratio is restored to 2.072, just above the regulatory threshold.
The preceding numerical example was constructed as a stylized example designed to illustrate the interaction of regulatory capital charges and asset quality. The key insights from the example are (1) OTTI accounting forces the recognition of loss when security values decline and (2) capital charges increase sharply as asset quality falls below investment grade. For an insurance company, the capital charge on a CCC-rated bond is over fifty times greater than the capital charge on a AAA-rated bond. As a result, firms in capital distress can experience a net capital gain from selling low credit quality assets, even at fire sale prices. The example is most relevant for P&C firms over the span of our sample and life insurance companies beginning in 2009.
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Section 1.4 Fire Sale Hypotheses
Existing theories of fire sales, in combination with the mechanics of capital requirements and OTTI accounting practices, give rise to the following four hypotheses. First, we should observe a dearth of liquidity in the market for credit-impaired securities. A lack of liquidity is ultimately what leads to pricing discounts being accepted by motivated sellers. Second, all else equal, capital-constrained P&C firms are more likely than life insurance companies to sell downgraded securities in an illiquid market. Third, the RMBS sales of constrained firms that do occur in an illiquid market should occur at a discount in price relative to the RMBS sales of non-constrained firms. This occurs because capital-constrained sellers forced to recognize losses should be more likely to accept a liquidity discount than otherwise comparable transactions. This result should be concentrated in P&C firms over our full sample period and in life firms during 2009. Finally, fire-sale discounts should be most severe for the most credit-impaired securities. Differentiating the magnitude of fire sale discounts as a function of credit quality uniquely identifies the role of capital requirements in the fire sale, as opposed to alternative explanations of observed discounts in prices.
Section 2: Data
Section 2.1 Sample Construction
Our sample construction begins with the universe of publicly available non-agency RMBS transactions of insurance companies. Thomson Reuters EMaxx services compiles all of the publicly reported transactions of P&C and life insurance companies from regulatory filings and produces a standardized bond transaction file. Data fields include transaction date, transaction price, bond CUSIP, whether the transaction was a purchase or sale, the name of the insurance company involved in the transaction, the transaction broker, transaction volume (more than one investor can own a portion of the bond), and the bond credit rating at the time of the transaction. The sample includes bonds with at least two transactions, where the second transaction occurred between January 2006 and September 2009. 14 We match the universe of insurance company RMBS transactions to a database of mortgage collateral attributes produced by CoreLogic. A non-agency RMBS is collateralized by over 5,000 individual nonagency loans, on average. 7 Loan-level attribute data are rolled up to the deal level using loan sizes as weights. Thus, when controlling for deal-level FICO scores, the deal-level measure represents the loanweighted FICO score of the 5,000 underlying mortgages. Importantly, our collateral attribute data is dynamic, allowing for the real-time measurement of the mortgage attributes at the time of each transaction, including the cumulative default rate on the pool of mortgages at the time of the transaction.
Other real-time collateral attributes aggregated to the deal level include mortgage rates, FICOs, and combined loan-to-value ratios (LTVs). We also calculate the percentage of collateral with adjustable rates (ARMs), mortgages supporting owner-occupied homes, no or low documentation loans, and the percent that represent refinancing mortgages. We control for deal-level rates of cumulative house price appreciation by matching ZIP-code level house price indexes to the ZIP code of each mortgage.
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In dealing with a host of additional unobserved features of each RMBS (e.g., seniority in the capital structure of a deal, performance triggers, differences in pre-payment treatment, and other unobserved contractual features), we limit the sample to repeat-sales transactions of the same RMBS and estimate changes in RMBS prices from the first transaction to the second. A repeat-sale sample has the virtue of implicitly controlling for unobserved features that could impact the price of a RMBS.
Our sample period is dictated by the insurance company data availability because we require data from the income statement, balance sheet, and regulatory capital filings for each insurance company in the sample. AM Best, a firm which specializes in the production of insurance company analytics, provides income statement and balance sheet data, including data on annual levels of operating cash flow 7 It is important to note that the typical securitization deal produces 17 unique bonds on average. Individual mortgages do not provide cash flows for individual bonds. Rather, the entire mortgage pool generates monthly principal and interest payments which provide interest payments to bond holders. Bond coupon payments are generated from the mortgage collateral pool according to pre-specified, prioritized cash flow rules. 8 We use MSA-and state-level indexes when ZIP-code indexes are unavailable.
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The matching of insurance company data from AM Best and the NAIC to the bond transaction and attribute data results in a sample of 10,388 unique transactions. We winsorize observations on RMBS prices and the operating cash flow of insurance companies at the 1% and 99% levels to reduce the influence of outliers in the data. Implementing a repeat-transaction criterion reduces our final sample to 5,014 repeat transactions from 385 unique life and P&C insurance companies over the period January 2006 toSeptember 2009.
Section 2.2 Control Variables
Our empirical tests control for fundamental attributes of RMBS which should impact RMBS prices. One of the primary determinants of RMBS performance is the default rate on the underlying pool of mortgages. Our data allow for the calculation of real-time collateral default rates. We focus on the reported collateral default rate in the month prior to the observed transaction so as to ensure that the default rate used in our estimation reflects the collateral default rate observed by market participants at the time of a transaction.
An issue that deserves special consideration is our choice to control directly for the collateral default rate as opposed to bond credit ratings, especially given that capital requirements are tied to credit ratings.
The reasons for our approach are straightforward. First, insurance companies are concerned about what the rating will be at the time they compute their required regulatory capital, which occurs at the end of the calendar year. 9 We believe that our approach, because of its greater timeliness, offers a better forecast of ratings for insurance companies. Second, our approach allows for greater granularity in assessing the credit quality than credit ratings allow for because we use continuous variables. Third, we are able to update our estimates of credit quality monthly using the most up-to-date information. It is commonly known that ratings are not designed to reflect real-time assessments as rating agencies are also concerned about the stability of ratings. Further, rating agencies face practical limitations in updating ratings as they have tens of thousands of ratings outstanding on structured finance.
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Two pieces of data show that these considerations are important. First, during our sample period, Moody's and S&P ratings differ, often markedly, for some deals. Such material differences could easily arise because of differences in the timing of rating updates. Second, there is considerable variation in prices within rating buckets during our sample period, which again is consistent with ratings being more up-to-date for some deals than others. Because of these considerations, we believe that our approach provides a more detailed and up-to-date assessment of credit quality than using credit ratings. We repeat our primary tests using credit ratings. While the results using credit ratings are qualitatively similar to our baseline results, they are not as robust.
Bond prices are also mechanically influenced by interest rates. Over 80% of the RMBS in our sample pay a floating coupon rate, making their value immune to direct changes in interest rates. For the small set of bonds with fixed coupon rates we control for changes in the 5-year Treasury bond rate between the first and second transactions. 10 Our results are robust to the exclusion of fixed-coupon RMBS, but we include them in our reported tables so as to maximize our sample size. Other control variables that we include in the regressions are variables commonly used to predict future loan defaults.
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Section 2.3 Summary Statistics Table 1 Table 1 can be observed visually in Figure 2 , which plots the level of non-agency RMBS prices through time. The figure provides stunning visual evidence of the rapid decline in the market value of RMBS during the financial crisis. The rapid price declines were concentrated in RMBS that were highly rated at origination. Though not reported in Table 1 , 93.3% of the rated RMBS in our repeat sample estimation were rated AAA, AA, or A at the time of the first observed transaction.
In Here, we can only show the extent to which insurance companies made RMBS purchases and sales. We find that our proxy for liquidity, the number of purchases and sales, dropped sharply during the crisis.
In Figure 3 we provide a plot of the three-month moving average of the total number of P&C and life non-agency RMBS, a condition which could result in securities being transacted at fire sales.
Section 3.2. Are constrained firms more likely to sell?
Evidence presented in Section 3.1 indicates that the market for RMBS had many fewer transactions during the financial crisis, which we interpret as evidence of the lack of liquidity required for fire-sale discounts to occur. In this section, we test a second condition of the fire sales hypothesis, namely, whether capital-constrained firms are more likely to sell securities. Under a capital-requirement-OTTIfire-sale hypothesis, the urgency of obtaining the capital relief that comes with selling a marked-tomarket, low-credit-quality asset outweighs the cost of the expected fire sale discount. As such, we expect that capital-constrained firms subject to OTTI accounting will be more likely to sell, all else equal.
To test this aspect of a capital-requirement-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis we estimate a Cox proportional hazard model using a firm-RMBS panel data set. For each unique RMBS purchase observed between
2006-2008, we construct a panel of monthly observations on the attributes of the mortgage collateral supporting the purchased RMBS as well as the attributes of the insurance company which purchased the RMBS. We track the attributes of the RMBS beginning at the date of purchase through time until either we observe the selling of the RMBS by the original purchasing firm or our sample period ends. We begin the panel in 2006 because it is the first year for which we have insurance company data. We end the sample in 2008 so as to preserve the key difference between P&C and life firms' adherence to mark-tomarket accounting in our estimates.
In the proportional hazard estimation, "failure" is the sale of an RMBS while the retention of a purchased RMBS through the full sample period represents "survival." The conditional nature of the proportional hazard estimation allows us to control for the attributes of RMBS collateral which influence the selling decision through time. Our baseline specification controls for several key measures of the attributes of the RMBS collateral during each month the bond is held in the portfolio. These include the RMBS collateral default rate in the month prior to the transaction as well as the cumulative rate of ZIP code-level house price appreciation for the mortgage pool since origination. We also control for poollevel FICO, combined LTV, the percentage of mortgages that are ARMs, owner occupied, no/low documentation, or refinancing mortgages. We cluster standard errors by month. Table 2 reports results of the hazard estimation. Column (1) includes both life and P&C firms in the estimation. We create a P&C indicator variable designed to measure the difference between life and P&C firms in the propensity to sell, conditional on the real-time attributes of the RMBS. The estimated coefficient on the P&C indicator is positive and statistically significant, indicating that for a given set of RMBS characteristics -including time held in portfolio -P&C firms are more likely to sell RMBS. In terms of economic significance, the magnitude of the estimated coefficient indicates that at sampleaverage collateral values, RMBS are predicted to remain in P&C portfolios 5 months less than in life portfolios, all else equal.
The results in Column (1) are consistent with the prediction that P&C firms are more likely to sell RMBS, but the estimation in Column (1) does not clearly identify the role of capital requirements. The difference in selling propensity driving the positive estimate on the P&C indicator could also be attributed to a host of unobservable differences between the two firm types. This includes the possibilities that P&C firms could have higher portfolio churn on account of a more frequently changing liability structure compared to life firms or because of more frequent policy redemptions. In an effort to identify the role of capital requirements in the selling decision more directly, we create an indicator variable for firms with below-median RBC in a given year. Under a capital-requirements-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis, firms with low levels of RBC would feel a greater urgency to sell RMBS compared to less capital-constrained firms.
In columns (2) and (4) we split the sample by insurance type and estimate the proportional hazard model where the below-median RBC indicator is the independent variable of interest. The results in Column (2) suggest that below-median RBC P&C firms are significantly more likely to sell than abovemedian P&C firms, conditional on a given set of RMBS characteristics. Holding RMBS attributes at the P&C sample average, below-median P&C firms were predicted to hold RMBS 6 fewer months than above-median P&C firms. In contrast, the results in Column (4) indicate that the RBC position of life firms has no significant impact on their propensity to sell.
In Columns (3) and (5) we test whether the propensity for below-median RBC firms to sell is different at a given level of collateral default. A capital-requirement-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis predicts that the urgency of selling would be higher for poor credit-quality RMBS held by low capital firms subject to OTTI accounting practices. In testing the poor credit-quality aspect of this prediction we create a new variable which measures the interaction of the real-time mortgage collateral default rate with the below-median RBC indicator for the P&C and life samples, respectively. Though the previous estimates control for the average level of real-time credit attributes of the RMBS, the interaction term measures the propensity to sell at a given level of collateral default. For the P&C sample, as reported in Column (3), the estimated coefficient on the key interaction term is not statistically different from zero. In the life sample, as reported in Column (5), the estimate on the key interaction term is also insignificant.
The results from the Cox proportional hazard estimation support two of the key predictions of a capital-requirement-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis. First, P&C firms are significantly more likely to sell RMBS than life firms. Second, the likelihood of selling is correlated with the RBC position of P&C firms but not with the RBC position of life firms.
Section 4: Estimating Fire-Sale Effects in RMBS.
Section 4.1 Do capital constrained firms sell bonds at lower prices?
While a probability-based estimation strategy has the potential to estimate the likelihood of observing sales, probability-based estimates are not as effective at capturing the urgency to sell. Tests involving market prices are better suited for the estimation of liquidity discounts on account of selling urgency. In this section we document pricing patterns that exist in the data and evaluate whether the observed patterns are consistent with the fire sales hypothesis.
Our primary hypothesis states that the combination of capital requirements and accounting rules should influence the observed transaction prices of RMBS. The effect should be pronounced in P&C firms on account of their adherence to mark-to-market accounting practices. As a first pass approach in evaluating the relationship between a firm's RBC and the price of RMBS transactions we calculate the RBC ratio for each P&C firm in our sample and stratify trades into above-and below-median RBC buckets. 12 Table 3 presents P&C summary statistics on the average price change between the first and second RMBS transactions of the same bond in a matched transaction pair. Columns (1) and (2) of Panel A document that, on average, below-median RBC P&C firms are associated with transactions which declined 8.0% in price compared to average 6.2% declines for above-median RBC firms.
Such a discrepancy could be attributed to more frequent sales for below-median RBC firms given the potentially large bid-ask spreads in an illiquid market. In order to adjust for the difference between sales and purchases, Columns (3) and (4) of Panel A document differences between the price changes of aboveand below-median RBC P&C firms using a sample of only sales transactions. In the sales-only sample, above-median RBC firms experienced average price declines of 4.7% compared to an average price decline of 7.5% for below-median RBC firms.
Panel A adjusts for differences in purchases and sales transactions, but does not adjust for differences in collateral credit quality. Columns (5) and (6) of Panel B document differences in price changes for 22 above and below-median RBC firms in a sales-only sample on transactions with above-median collateral default rates. Above-median RBC P&C firms selling RMBS with above-median default rates exhibit average price declines of 4.7% compared to 13.6% price declines for below-median RBC firms selling RMBS with above-median default rates. By contrast, in a sales-only sample of transactions with belowmedian collateral default rates, as documented in Columns (7) and (8), the price changes between aboveand below-median RBC firms only differ by a few percentage points. Consistent with a capitalrequirement-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis, the summary statistics presented in Table 3 clearly indicate that OTTI-adhering P&C firms that are regulatory-capital constrained sell low credit quality RMBS at a discount compared to non-regulatory capital constrained P&C firms.
In Table 4 we reproduce the results of Table 3 on a sample of repeat-RMBS transactions for life insurance companies. Given that life insurance companies were not required to adhere to fair value accounting practices prior to 2009 we would not expect to observe similar sensitivity of pricing to regulatory-capital positions and collateral default rates as exhibited by P&C firms in Table 3 . Columns
(1) and (2) document that, on average, above-median RBC life insurance companies are associated with larger pricing declines than below-median RBC firms, a result opposite to that ofr P&C firms. Such a result is fully consistent with the view that accrual accounting delays sales of securities that have made losses for companies with weaker capital positions. A similar pattern holds when examining the salesonly sample as tabulated in Columns (3) and (4). Columns (5) and (6) reveal that pricing declines are higher still for above-median RBC firms transacting in RMBS with above-median collateral default rates.
This result suggests that life insurance companies are sensitive to the credit quality of RMBS, but that the sensitivity is not related to their capital position, at least prior to 2009, as would be predicted under a capital-requirement-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis.
Section 4.2 Do lower levels of capital cause fire sales?
Broadly speaking, the simple univariate comparisons provided in Table 3 show that poorly capitalized P&C insurance companies consistently sold bonds at a discount relative to better capitalized insurance companies. This pattern does not hold for life insurance companies, at least prior to 2009. The observed pattern is potentially consistent with a capital-requirements-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis. However, the evidence does not rule out viable alternative explanations. First, the differences do not control for unobservable attributes of the RMBS. Poorly capitalized firms may systematically own bonds of poorer credit quality, justifying the lower observed prices.
A more subtle explanation, even more at odds with a capital-requirements-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis, is the possibility that the lower prices of the below-median RBC firms are justified by systematically lower credit quality RMBS, so that losses associated with poor credit-quality RMBS are themselves responsible for the lower levels of capital in the firm. Under this explanation, the below-median RBC firms have lower levels of capital because they own portfolios of RMBS that are of systematically lower credit quality and prices of RMBS of a systematically lower credit quality are appropriately discounted by the market.
In this section we propose a specification designed to disentangle the endogenous relationship between firm capital and RMBS credit quality in order to appropriately test a capital-requirements-OTTIfire-sales hypothesis. As a starting point, consider a simple, linear model of the following form:
, where subscripts i and t represent RMBS i transacted at time t, subscript j represents firm j and X represents a matrix of bond fundamentals.
X includes the full set of RMBS-specific fundamentals described in the data section. In addition to observable attributes of the collateral, a specification explaining variation in RMBS prices must address other issues. The repeat-transaction criterion implicitly controls for deal-specific features of each RMBS such as seniority in the deal's capital structure and other unobserved contractual features. Despite these sample criteria, omitted variables may still plague the proposed pricing specification. The most obvious concern is that an unobserved attribute of RMBS quality could itself be the cause of an intermediary's constrained capital position. RMBS values are not exogenous to a firm's capital position because an otherwise healthy firm could suffer capital distress on account of the credit attributes of the RMBS 24 portfolio itself. Such an omitted variable bias may make it difficult to determine whether a constrained seller's transaction of an RMBS at a dislocated price is on account of capital expediency or because of unobserved features of RMBS credit quality that cause the firm to sell the RMBS and that justify a dislocated price.
We propose using negative shocks to a firm's cash from operations as an instrument for the capital urgency of a firm. Cash from operations essentially represent an insurance company's underwriting income. As such, negative cash from operations represents an episode of increased liabilities, triggered most frequently by an increase in insurance claims. Negative cash from operations should not be influenced by recognizing losses on RMBS because, in the accounting treatment of insurance companies, investment income does not contribute to cash from operations. Because of this, negative cash from operations should be correlated with firms experiencing capital distress; however, the source of distress
should not be correlated with the fundamentals of the RMBS we are trying to evaluate. We scale operating cash flow by the level of total capital in a given year in order to capture the contribution or destruction of capital that can be attributed to a given level of operating cash flow in that year.
As a check on the validity of negative operating cash flow shocks as an instrument for capital distress, we examine the empirical relationship between year-over-year changes in levels of capital at insurance companies and episodes of negative operating cash flows. In our sample of insurance companies, firms experiencing a negative operating cash flow shock in a given year are associated with statistically significant 9.8% lower levels of capital compared to the previous year, on average. The result is consistent across each of the years in our sample period. In contrast, the average firm in our sample not exposed to a negative cash flow shock experienced a 6.1% increase in capital each year in the sample period.
Section 4.3. RMBS pricing and operating cash flow shocks
In this section we test the pricing aspects of a capital-requirement-OTTI-fire sale hypothesis, which argues that the sales of 'adverse-shock-to-capital' firms that do occur should reflect a discount in price relative to the sales of non-capital shocked firms for RMBS of a similar credit quality. The prediction is based on the argument that the capital relief associated with selling a credit-impaired bond outweighs the cost associated with selling the credit-impaired bond, even if the expediency of selling the bond results in a fire-sale discount.
The use of a repeat sales sample in our estimation requires careful attention to the potential empirical issues it presents. One such challenge is the handling of bid-ask spreads, particularly in an illiquid market. Our dependent variable is calculated as the percent change in the price of an RMBS from the previous transaction to the second transaction. We create a sale indicator variable which is equal to one if the second transaction in a pair of transactions is a sale because we are interested in testing whether the sales of capital constrained firms are statistically different from the sales of non-constrained firms, all else equal. Drawing inferences on fire sales from the coefficient on the sales indicator is potentially difficult because sales are expected to be consistently lower by virtue of a bid-ask spread, particularly if the previous transaction was a purchase. We overcome this challenge through the interaction of the sale indicator with the operating-cash-flow-to-capital ratio. The interaction term allows for a comparison of sales transactions of firms with various levels of operating cash flow. It is not clear ex ante why any bidask spread bias of sale transactions would be correlated with the ratio of operating-cash-flow-to-capital of the seller in a given year. Accordingly, we expect the estimated coefficient on the sale, capitalconstrained interaction variable to represent a reasonable estimate of the difference in sales between capital constrained and less-constrained firms.
13
A second issue of a repeat sales approach which deserves careful attention is the amount of time between each transaction. Though we control for quarter fixed effects, changes in market conditions in the time between two unique transactions would not be captured by simple quarter fixed effects. We control for the number of months from the prior trade as an additional factor which could impact the 13 One remaining bid-ask spread issue to consider is whether the first transaction in a repeat transaction pair was a purchase or sale transaction. Purchase-sale pairs would be expected to experience larger negative price changes than an otherwise comparable purchase-purchase pair because of bid-ask spreads. While this is a concern conceptually, we confirm in the data that price changes associated with purchase-sale paired transactions are not statistically different than price changes in purchase-purchase pairs.
change in price between two consecutive transactions of the same RMBS. We also interact the numberof-months-from-prior-trade variable with the quarterly time dummies, so as to capture any changing dynamics in the market that could occur in the time between two transactions.
The repeat sales sample also influences the specification of our control variables. Rather than controlling for the level of collateral attributes such as collateral default rates, rates of house price appreciation, etc., we control for changes in the control variables from the time of the first transaction to the second. The change in collateral attributes should more accurately capture the change in credit quality which might influence observed pricing changes. For example, two unique pairs of repeat transactions might be associated with the same level of collateral default rates at the time of the second transaction, but one pair of transactions might be associated with a much larger relative change in default rates between the first and second transactions. Fundamentally, we believe the change in the price between the two transactions should reflect the change in collateral attributes, not just the level of attributes at the time of the second transaction.
Finally, the relationship between price changes and the sign of operating cash flow is likely to be asymmetric. A positive operating cash position of an insurance company in a given year should have little bearing on the capital urgency of the firm and thus the urgency of selling an impaired RMBS. We would expect non-capital constrained firms to be less likely to accept the price discounts associated with a "forced" sale transaction. However, a negative operating cash flow position should be associated with an urgent sale and the potential to accept a liquidity discount to remove the capital requirement associated with an impaired security. In order to capture the potential asymmetry in our estimates, we split the estimation sample into transactions of firms with negative operating cash flow and positive operating cash flow. Table 5 reports the estimation results of our pricing specification. The dependent variable in each specification is the change in price from the first transaction to the second. Control variables include changes in collateral attributes, changes in market interest rates, the time between the two transactions, quarterly fixed effects, and the interaction of the quarterly fixed effects with the time-between-transactions variable. We cluster standard errors by the second transaction month. The sample period in columns (1) and (2) is January 2006 to September 2009 given the adherence to mark-to-market accounting practices for P&C firms over that whole period. The coefficient of interest in Column (1) is the interaction of the operating cash-to-capital ratio with the sale indicator. The interaction term is positive, indicating that the sales of firms with larger negative operating cash flows are associated with larger price declines. The magnitude of the estimate indicates that a one-standard deviation decline in the operating cash to capital ratio, from the mean of -.27 to -.69, results in a 8.2% price decline. In contrast, the interaction of the sale indicator with the continuous measure of positive operating cash flows, as reported in Column (2), is not significantly different from zero.
Columns (3) and (4) of Table 5 The results presented in Table 5 appear consistent with a capital-requirements-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis. All else equal, when selling an RMBS, a firm which experienced a larger negative operating cash flow shock sold RMBS at a statistically significant lower price compared to a firm with a less negative operating cash flow shock. The results only hold during periods in which firms adhere to OTTI accounting practices. However, despite the consistency of the results with a capital-requirements-OTTIfire-sale hypothesis, the results still do not rule out viable alternatives. Any issue besides capital requirements which impacts an insurance company's need for liquidity could be addressed through the forced sale of securities. For example, life insurance firms may face higher policy redemptions, forcing the firm to liquidate assets at potential fire sale prices to meet client's liquidity demands. Such a demand for liquidity would affect operating cash flow and could produce results consistent with those documented in Tables 2-5. In the following section we propose a specification designed to test a unique aspect of a capital-requirements-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis.
Section 4.4. Does the credit quality of the bond influence the magnitude of fire sale discounts?
Regulatory capital charges increase as the credit quality of assets declines. As detailed in Section 1.2, in the case of insurance companies, assets of the highest credit-quality are assigned a 0.004 capital charge while assets of poor-quality are assigned a substantially larger 0.23 capital charge. The inverse and nonlinear relationship that exists between the credit quality of an asset and the amount of capital that must be held against the asset gives rise to our final test. Price discounts associated with urgent sales should be most severe for the most severely credit-impaired securities.
A test of this hypothesis requires objective measurement of the credit quality of RMBS. As before,
we use observable default rates in the month prior to a transaction as our measure of credit quality. We calculate collateral default rates as being above or below median at the time of the second transaction for each repeat sample pair. We then create a variable which interacts the operating cash flow variable with the sale indicator and an above-median default indicator. The above-median default calculation uses the full sample of default rates as of the second transaction. The three-way interaction should measure the 29 marginal pricing difference between the sales of capital constrained firms on high versus low creditquality RMBS. As was the case in Table 5 , we estimate the regression separately for negative and positive operating cash flow firms. Table 6 presents the results of this test. We control for the same set of collateral attributes as in previous tables, with the exception of default rates. The above-median default rate indicator serves as a proxy for the level of default rates in this specification. As reported in Column (1), the estimated coefficient on the operating cash*sale transaction*above-median defaults is positive and statistically significant. The positive coefficient indicates that sales from firms with larger negative shocks to operating cash flow are associated with larger negative bond price changes for high collateral default RMBS compared to low collateral default RMBS. In contrast, column (2) Table 5 , the results documented in Column (3) indicate that transactions of life firms exhibited fire sale characteristics in 2009 and that fire-sale discounts were largest on RMBS of the worst credit quality. The existence and magnitude of fire sale discounts appear to be related to the credit quality of the RMBS, but only for firms subject to OTTI accounting.
Taken together, we interpret our results to be consistent with a capital-requirements-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis. If an omitted variable were driving these results, such a variable would have to be uniquely correlated with the sales of the worst credit-quality bonds of insurance companies that have experienced a negative shock to operating cash flows but not correlated with the sales of the worst credit-quality bonds of insurance companies with positive operating cash flow. The omitted variable would also have to be correlated only with P&C firms through the full sample period and not life firms except during the year 2009. While it is difficult to conclusively rule out all possible alternatives, we cannot identify alternative hypotheses that are consistent with the observed empirical patterns.
Section 5. Conclusion
The role of collateralized lending is a common theme in some of the recent influential papers on the financial crisis (Brunnermeier and Pederson (2009), Shleifer and Vishny (2011) ). These papers argue that the liquidation of financing positions which were collateralized by financial assets led to fire sales in financial markets. In this paper, we consider capital requirements as a second important mechanism which may contribute to fire sales in financial markets. We describe the economics of how capital requirements can lead to fire sales and show that mark-to-market accounting is a critical requirement for such fire sales to occur. We propose and test hypotheses designed to identify a capital requirement channel at play in the transactions of non-agency RMBS by insurance companies. Understanding the economics surrounding the market valuation of non-agency RMBS during the financial crisis is important given the critical role that RMBS played in destabilizing financial institutions' balance sheets.
14 We show that the interplay of mark-to-market accounting rules and credit-quality based capital requirements can create an economic incentive for a capital-constrained firm to sell credit-impaired financial assets even, potentially, at fire-sale prices. In particular, even for assets available for sale, OTTI accounting rules force financial firms to mark financial assets to market prices, thereby recognizing the loss associated with a decline in an asset's credit quality. Declines in credit quality have a second important effect, which is that they raise the capital costs associated with holding a credit impaired asset on a balance sheet if the capital requirements are credit-quality sensitive. Not all financial institutions face credit-quality sensitive capital requirements, but insurance companies are among those that do. The capital costs associated with holding a credit-impaired asset may be more onerous than a firm is willing to bear. Seeking capital relief, capital constrained firms may have to quickly sell credit-impaired assets, accepting liquidity discounts associated with an urgent sale.
We provide empirical evidence consistent with the capital-requirements-OTTI-fire-sale hypothesis.
We find that insurance companies subject to mark-to-market accounting practices with low levels of 31 capital are more likely to sell RMBS, all else equal. When capital-constrained insurance companies do sell RMBS, they sell RMBS at prices lower than sales of non-capital constrained insurance companies.
We further document that the fire sale discounts of capital constrained firms increase as the credit quality of the asset being sold declines. This result is consistent with a regulatory system which assigns capital charges as a function of asset quality. Our analysis employs data from insurance companies but our results have broad implications for financial institutions of all types. Though calculated differently at banks than insurance companies, capital requirements can create incentives for banks to unload assets at fire sale prices. While capital requirements for U.S. banks were not credit-quality sensitive for loans, they were for structured finance securities such as RMBS, so that we would expect the issues raised in this paper to be relevant for RMBS transactions by banks as well.
We believe this work highlights a potentially unanticipated consequence of the interaction between fair value accounting and credit-sensitive capital requirements. Capital requirements can create incentives for firms to sell fair-valued assets into an illiquid market, thereby further destabilizing the market for a given asset class and further weakening the balance sheets of those firms least able to withstand such weakening. Table 1 . Summary Statistics.
The RMBS transaction sample includes RMBS's held on the balance sheet of life and P&C insurance companies. The sample includes bonds with at least two transactions, where the second transaction occurred during the years 2006 -September 2009. The variable "chg price" calculates the change in transaction price on the same RMBS from the first transaction to the second. The data classify each transaction as a "purchase" or a "sale." We classify insurance companies as being more likely to be capital constrained if the insurance company has experienced negative operating cash flow in a given year. Operating cash flow does not include gains or losses on account of a change in the market value of the non-agency RMBS held on insurance company's balance sheet. We report attributes of the mortgage collateral supporting the RMBS at the time of the second transaction. the change in transaction price on the same RMBS from the first transaction to the second. The data classify each transaction as a "purchase" or a "sale." Above and belowmedian RBC firms are sorted based on an annual calculation of the median risk-based capital ratio (RBC) for P&C firms. Panel B splits the sample based on whether transactions were associated with collateral that had above or below-median collateral default rates. We calculate collateral default rates as being above or below-median based on the collateral default rate at the time of the second transaction. The median default calculation uses the full sample of repeat sales from 2006-September 2009. The dependent variable in this OLS estimation is the change in price on a given RMBS between two transactions, where the second transaction occurred in the years 2006 -September 2009. We classify insurance companies as having experienced an adverse shock to their capital if the insurance company has experienced negative operating cash flow in the year of the transaction. Operating cash flow does not include gains or losses on account of a change in the market value of the non-agency RMBS held on insurance company's balance sheet. We measure RMBS fundamentals using the change in the collateral attributes from the prior transaction to the current transaction. We create an indicator variable for sales. The model includes quarter fixed-effects, and the interaction of quarter fixed effects with a variable which measures the number of months from the prior transaction. We cluster standard errors by month of the second transaction. The dependent variable in this OLS estimation is the change in price on a given RMBS between two transactions, where the second transaction occurred in the years 2006 -September 2009. The sample in this table includes changes in prices where the second transaction was either a purchase or a sale. We create a separate indicator variable for sales. We classify insurance companies as having experienced an adverse shock to their capital if the insurance company has experienced negative operating cash flow in the year of the second transaction. We calculate collateral default rates as being above or below-median based on the collateral default rate at the time of the second transaction. The median default rate calculation uses the full sample of repeat sales transactions, from 2006-September 2009. We measure RMBS fundamentals using the change in the collateral attributes from the prior transaction to the current transaction. The model includes quarter fixed-effects, and the interaction of quarter fixed effects with a variable which measures the number of months from the prior transaction. We cluster standard errors by the month of the second transaction. 
